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1
Throughout this paper, we use the following notations: we denote by Z
(resp. N) the set of integers (resp. positive integers) and we write l1=log N,
l2=log log N, l3=log log log N and e(:)=e2i?:. If f (n)=O(g(n)), then we
write f (n)<<g(n). We denote by |(n) the number of distinct prime factors
of n and 0(n) the number of prime factors of n counted with multiplicity.
Let g # N, m # N be fixed with
g2, (m, g&1)=1 (1.1)
If n # N, then representing n in the number system to base g:
n= :
&
k=0
ak gk, oakg&1, a&1, (1.2)
we write
S(n)= :
&
k=0
ak .
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The function S which assigns to each integer n its sum of digits S(n) in
base g is one of the most natural examples of g-additive function, i.e., such
that S(ag&+b)=S(ag&)+S(b) for all integers a, b, & with b<g& (this
notion was introduced by Bellman and Shapiro in [B-S]).
For N # N, r # Z write Ur(N )=[n: nN, S(n)#r mod m]; if also N is
fixed, we write Ur(N )=Ur . In this paper, our goal is to study the
arithmetic structure of the sets Ur(N ). Problems of this type have been
studied by Gelfond [Gel]. In particular, he showed that for all r and every
fixed q # N, Ur is well-distributed in the residue classes modulo q (see Fine
[Fin] for an earlier result of this type).
Precise estimates of the discrepancy have been given by Newman and
Coquet in the case (g, m)=(2, 3) and by Dumont and Dekking in more
general cases (cf. [New, Coq, Dum, and Dek]). Moreover, Gelfond
estimated the number of elements of Ur not divisible by the k th power of
a prime (for k fixed). For l # Z write
Hl (:, N)= :
N
n=1
e \n:+ lm S(n)+
so that clearly for all r we have
:
m&1
l=0
e \&lrm+ Hl (:, N )=m :n # Ur (N ) e(n:). (1.3)
The crucial tool in Gel’fond’s paper is the following estimate (see (9) and
(10) in [Gel]): for all : and for all 1lm&1 (and m satisfying (1)) we
have
|Hl (:, N )|<
g*+2
g*&1
[g&&1]*
where & is defined by (1.2) with N in place of n and
*=*(g, m)=
1
2 log g
log
g sin(?2m)
sin(?2mg)
(<1). (1.4)
It follows that
|Hl (:, N )|<
g*+2
g*&1
g(&&1)*
=
g2
g*&1
(g&)*#N* (for 1lm&1) (1.5)
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where
#=#(g, m)=
g2
g*&1
. (1.6)
The sequence of integers belonging to some Ur(N ) is a very simple
example of g-automatic sequences. The reader will find in [All] a survey
on arithmetic properties of such sequences. In particular, the distribution
modulo 1 of (un:)n # N for : a real number was studied by Mauduit in
[Mau] for any automatic sequence (un)n # N .
2
Recently, several papers have been written on arithmetic properties of
sum sets A+B where A, B are ‘‘dense’’ sets of positive integers. A survey
of the early work in this field is given in [Sa r]. In particular, Erdo s et al.
[Er-M-S] proved that if A, B are ‘‘dense’’ sets, then the numbers |(a+b)
with a # A, b # B satisfy an Erdo sKac type theorem; later this result was
extended by Elliott and Sa rko zy [Ell-S] and Tenenbaum [Ten] in various
directions. More or less, all these results on sum sets say the same: if A, B
are ‘‘dense’’, then A+B has a ‘‘random’’ structure, i.e., it simulates the
behaviour of the set of the positive integers. First we will prove a further
result of this type:
Theorem 1. If g, m are defined as above (in particular, (1.1) holds),
r # Z, n # N, and A, B/[1, 2, ..., N], then we have
} |[(a, b): S(a+b)#r mod m] |&|A| |B|m }2#N*( |A| |B| )12 (2.1)
where *=*(g, m) and #=#(g, m) are defined by (1.4) and (1.6), respectively.
It follows that if ( |A| |B| )12>>N#, then the set of the numbers S(a+b)
meets every residue class modulo m, and if ( |A| |B| )12 N&#  +, then
the numbers S(a+b) are well-distributed modulo m. Thus, e.g., choosing
A=B=[ p: pN, p prime] we obtain that the numbers S( p+q)
( p, qN, p, q, prime) are well-distributed modulo m.
Next we will show that the elements of Ur satisfy an Erdo sKac-type
theorem:
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Theorem 2. There is a constant c=c(g, m) such that if (1.1) holds and
r # Z, then, writing
QN (X)=
1
|Ur (N )|
|[n: n # Ur(N ), |(n)&l2Xl 122 ]|,
we have
}QN (X)& 1- 2? |
X
&
e&u 22 du }<cl3 l &122
uniformly in all real X and N # N, N3.
Next we will estimate maxn # Ur (N) |(n):
Theorem 3. For each =>0 there is a positive integer No(=) such that if
N is an integer with N>No(=) then
max
n # Ur (N)
|(n)>\12&=+
log N
log log N
.
Probably for =>0, N>No(=) we have maxn # Ur (N ) |(n)>(1&=)
(log Nlog log N ); unfortunately, we have not been able to show this.
The crucial tool in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 will be Gelfond’s for-
mula (1.5) while the proof of Theorem 3 will be based on a combinatorial
lemma from [Er-P-S-S].
Fouvry and Mauduit showed in [F-M1 and F-M2] that
minn>N, S(n)#r mod m 0(n) is equal to 2.
One might like to give a lower bound for maxn # Ur (N ) 0(n) as well. This
can be done easily in the following way: Define & by (1.2) with N in place
of n, and let M=g&&1+g&&2+ } } } +g&&r. Then we have MN, S(M)=r
so that M # Ur(N) and, on the other hand, by g&&r | M we have
0(M)0(g&&r)=(&&r) 0(g)&+o(&)
and thus we have
max
n # Ur (N)
0(n)(1+o(1))
log N
log g
.
To avoid this trivial construction, let us restrict ourselves to prime
factors coprime with g, i.e., introduce the function
0(g, n)= :
( p, g)=1
p: & n
:.
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Theorem 4. If g, m, r, Ur(N ) are defined as above (in particular, (1.1)
holds), then there are numbers N0=N0(g, m) and C=C(g, m) such that for
N>N0 we have
max
n # Ur (N )
0(g, n)>C log N.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Write
F(:)= :
a # A
e(a:),
G(:)= :
b # B
e(b:),
Il=|
1
0
F(:) G(:) Hl(&:, 2N ) d: for l=0, 1, ..., m&1
and
K(:)= :
m&1
l=0
e \rlm+ Il .
Then clearly we have
Il=|
1
0
:
a # A
:
b # B
:
2N
n=1
e \(a+b&n) :& lm S(n)+ d:
= :
a # A
:
b # B
e \& lm S(a+b)+ (3.1)
so that
K(:)= :
m&1
l=0
e \rlm+ :a # A :b # B e \&
l
m
S(a+b)+
= :
a # A
:
b # B
:
m&1
l=0
e \ lm (r&S(a+b))+
=m |[(a, b): a # A, b # B, S(a+b)#r(mod m)]|. (3.2)
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On the other hand, we have
K(:)=I0+ :
m&1
l=1
e \rlm+ Il (3.3)
where by (3.1), clearly we have
I0=|A| |B|. (3.4)
It follows from (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4) that
|m |[(a, b): a # A, b # B, S(a+b)#r mod m]|&|A| |B| |
= } :
m&1
l=1
e \ rlm+ Il } :
m&1
l=1
Il . (3.5)
By (1.5), Cauchy’s inequality, Parseval’s formula, and since *<1, we have
|Il |(max
:
|Hl (&:, 2N )| ) |
1
0
|F(:) G(:)| d:
#(2N )* \\|
1
0
|F(:)| 2 d:+\|
1
0
|G(:)| 2 d:++
12
<2#N*( |A| |B| )12 for l=1, 2, ..., m&1. (3.6)
Equation (2.1) follows from (3.5) and (3.6), and this completes the proof
of Theorem 1.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We adopt the general Kubilius model constructed in Elliott [Ell, Chap. 3,
pp. 129132]. Let L(X ) be the frequency corresponding to QN (X ) when
|(n) is replaced by |1(n), the function which counts the number of distinct
prime divisors p of n with gpexp(l1l3). The role of the aj in that model
is here played by the elements of Ur . We set t=exp(l1l3), X=|Ur |,
’(V )=V&1. Then the function S appearing there will be
:
gpt
log p
p&1
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which is <log t+0(1). If now Wp , gpt, are independent random
variables, distributed according to
Wp={
1
0
with probability
1
p
with probability 1&
1
p
,
then
}L(X )&P \ :gpt WpX - l2+l2+ }
10 exp \&log W8 log t log \
log W
S +++
12
|Ur |
:$
kW 4
4|(k) |R(k)| (4.1)
where $ indicates that k is squarefree and made up of primes in the interval
[g, r]. The remainder R(k) is given by
R(k)= :
u#o(mod k)
u # U r
1&
|Ur |
k
and the estimate (4.1) is valid for all t2, 8 max(log t, S )log W.
If we write $=(1&*)10 (>0) (where *=*(g, m) is defined by (1.4))
and we set W=N$, then the first error term in (4.1) is clearly O(l &d2 ) for
each fixed d # N.
To estimate the second term in (4.1) we start out from the representation
R(k)=
1
k
:
k&1
j=1
:
n # Ur
e \n jk+ .
Then by (1.3) and (1.5), and since k in the last term is composed of
primes greater than g&1, we have
:$
kW4
4|(k) |R(k)|= :$
kW4
4o(N )
1
k } :
k&1
j=1
1
m
:
m&1
l=0
e \&lrm+ Hl \
j
k
, N+}
<<N$ :
kN4$
1
km \ :
k&1
j=1 }H0 \
j
k
, N+}+ :
k&1
j=1
:
m&1
l=1 }Hl \
j
k
, N+}+
<N$ :
kN4$
1
km \ :
k&1
j=1 } :
N
n=1
e \n jk+ }+ :
k&1
j=1
:
m&1
l=1
#N*+
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:$
kW 4
4|(k) |R(k)|<N$ :
kN4$ \
1
km
:
k&1
j=1
:
k[Nk]<nN
1+#N*+
<N$ :
kN4$ \
k
m
+#N*+<N5$(N4$+#N*)
<<Nmax(9$, 5$+*)=Nmax((910)(1&*), (1+*)2)
=o \ |Ur |log log N+
where in the last step we used Gelfond’s result
|Ur(N )|=(1+o(1))
N
m
(4.2)
(Theorem 1 in [Gel]). Thus it follows from (4.1) that
}L(X )&P \ :gpt WpXl
12
2 +l2+}=o(l &12 ). (4.3)
Next, we may compare the distribution involving the random variables
Wp with the normal distribution
(X )=
1
- 2? |
X
&
e&u 22 du
in the standard way by using the BerryEsseen inequality [Ess]. We
obtain in exactly the same way as in [E-S] (note that now _2=l2+0(1))
that
}P \ :gpt WpXl
12
2 +l2+&(X ) }<<l &122 . (4.4)
It follows from (4.3) and (4.4) that
|L(X )&(X )|<<l &122 . (4.5)
Finally, if nN then n has at most g prime factors not exceeding g and
at most l3 prime factors p with p>t=exp(l1 l3). The total number of these
prime factors in O(l3), and thus removing the restrictions gp and pt in
the definition of |1(n) changes L(X ) by an amount which is O(l3 l &122 )
(here we are using the uniformity of the estimate (4.4) with respect to X ),
and this completes the proof of the theorem.
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Let s(N ) denote the largest integer s for which p1 p2 } } } psN4, where pi
denotes the i th prime. Thus, s(N )=maxkN4 |(k) and it is easy to show
the function s(N ) satisfies
s(N )=(1+o(1))
log N
log log N
.
For N4e4, let x(N ) denote the largest integer x with px- log N4
and t(N ) be the largest integer t with
px(N)+1)px(N)+2 } } } px(N)+tN4.
Clearly we have t(N)s(N)x(N)+t(N) and
0s(N)&t(N)x(N)=? \log N4 +=0 \
- log N
log log N+ .
The proof of Theorem 3 will be based on a more general lemma (Lemma
2 below) which can be derived from the following result from Erdo s et al.
[Er-P-S-S].
Lemma 1. There exist effectively computable positive constants C0 and
N$0 such that if N is an integer with N>N$0 , A and B are subsets of
[1, 2, ..., [N2]], L is an integer with L<t(4N )2, and
|A| |B|
N2
>C02&t(4N ) :
L
l=0 \
t(4N )
l +
then there exist (a, b) # A_B such that
|[i # [1, ..., t(4N )], px(4N)+i | a+b]|>6L&2t(4N)&1.
Lemma 2. There exist effectively computable positive constants C0 and
N0 such that if N is an integer with N>N0 , A and B are subsets of
[1, 2, ..., [N4]], L is an integer with L<t(N )2, u and v are integers, and
|A| |B|
(log N2)|(u)+|(v) N2
>C02&t(N ) :
L
l=0 \
t(N )
l + , (5.1)
then there exist (a, b) # A_B with |(ua+vb)>6L&2t(N )&5.
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Proof of Lemma 2. Let Q=px(N )+1 px(N)+2 } } } px(N)+t(N) and denote
by ri (n), for any integer n and any i # [1, ..., t(N )], the smallest strictly
positive integer that is congruent to m modulo px(N )+i and by r(n) the
t(N )-tuple r(n)=((r1(N), ..., rt(N)(n)).
For any j # [1, ..., [N4Q]+1] put
Aj=]( j&1) Q, jQ] & A, Bj=]( j&1) Q, jQ] & B
and consider the mapping ,j which sends each element (a, b) from Aj_Bj
to (a*, b*) where a* and b* are the smallest integers from ]( j&1) Q, jQ]
such that r(a*)=r(ua) and r(b*)=r(ub).
If we put
(Aj*, Bj*)=,j (Aj , Bj ), A*= .
[N4Q]+1
j=1
Aj*, and B*= .
[N4Q]+1
j=1
Bj*,
it is clear that
|Aj*||Aj |< ‘
t(N)
i=1
px(N)+i | u
px(N)+i and |Bj*||Bj |< ‘
t(N )
i=1
px(N)+i | v
px(N)+i
so that
|A*||A|p|(u)x(N )+t(N ) and |B*||B|p
|(u)
x(N )+t(N) .
But px(N )+t(N ) tN   log N so that we have for N>N"0 ,
|A*| |B*||A| |B|(2 log N)|(u)+|(v).
On the other hand, A* and B* are subsets of
{1, 2, ..., _ N4Q& Q+Q=/[1, 2, ..., |N2]].
If we suppose that C0 and N$0 are given by Lemma 1, N>N$0 and L is
an integer with L<t(N )2 and
|A| |B|
(log N2)|(u)+|(v) N2
>C02&t(N) :
L
l=0 \
t(N )
l +
then we have, as t(4N ) # [t(N), t(N )+1], that for
N>N0=sup(N$0 , N"0),
L<t(4N )2,
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and
|A*| |B*|
N2
>C02&t(4N) :
L
l=0 \
t(4N )
l + .
Thus, by Lemma 1, there exist (a*, b*) # A*_B* such that
|[i # [1, ..., t(4N )], px(4N)+i |a*+b*]|
>6L&2t(4N)&16L&2t(N )&3.
But for i # [1, ..., t(N )], px(N )+i | a*+b* if and only if px(N )+i | ua+vb. As
x(4N ) # [x(N ), x(N )+1] we deduce that
|(ua+vb)>6L&2t(N )&5.
Remark. It follows from the proof that in the special case when the set
of the distinct prime factors of u and v is bounded as N   we can replace
the condition (5.1) by the following:
|A| |B|
N2
>C02&t(N ) :
L
l=0 \
t(N )
l + (5.2)
under the assumption to take N0 such that x(N0) is big enough.
We can now prove Theorem 3.
Let N and & such that g&N<g&+1,
A=[a: 1a<g[(&&1)2], S(a)#r mod m]
and
B=[b: 1b<g[(&&1)2], S(b)#0 mod m].
It is clear that if b<g[(&&1)2] then S(g[(&&1)2]a+b)=S(a)+S(b), so
that A and B are subsets of [1, 2, ..., g[(&&1)2]] such that g[(&&1)2]A+B
/Ur(N ) with
|A|=(1+o(1))
g[(&&1)2]
m
and
|B|=(1+o(1))
g[(&&1)2]
m
.
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As
|A| |B|
(4g[(&&1)2])2
=
1
16m2
+o(1)
there are effectively computable positive constants C0 , C, and &0 such that
if &>&0 then
|A| |B|
(4g[(&&1)2])2
>C02&t(N ) :
L
l=0 \
t(N )
l +
with t=t(g[(&&1)2]) and L>t2&c - t.
It follows from Lemma 2 (replacing (5.1) by (5.2)) that there exists
(a, b) # A_B with
|(g[(&&1)2]a+b)>t&c - t&5
and, as t=( 12+o(1))(log Nlog log N ), this shows that, for each =>0, there
is a positive integer N0(=) such that if N>N0(=) there exists n # Ur(N ) with
|(n)>\12&=+
log N
log log N
.
Proof of Theorem 4. Let q denote the smallest prime with
(q, (g&1)g)=1, (6.1)
and define the integer k by
qk
N1&*
3#m
<qk+1 (6.2)
so that
k>C1
log N
log q
>C2 log N (6.3)
where C1=C1(g, m) and C2=C2(g, m) are positive constants depending
on g and m only. Write Z=qk. Then by using (1.3) and Gelfond’s formula
(1.5), we obtain in the same way as in Section 4 that
|[n: n # Ur(N), Z | n]|
=
1
Z
:
Z&1
j=0
:
n # U r (N )
e \n jZ+
=
1
mZ \ :
Z&1
j=0
H0 \ jZ , N++ :
Z&1
j=0
:
m&1
l=1
e \&lrm + Hl \
j
Z
, N )+ (6.4)
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where we have
} :
Z&1
j=0
H0 \ jZ , N+&N }= } :
Z&1
j=0
:
N
n=1
e \n jZ+&N }
= } :
[NZ]Z
n=1
:
Z&1
j=0
e \n jZ+
& :
N
n=[NZ] Z+1
:
Z&1
j=0
e \n jZ+&N }
= }Z _NZ&&N }=Z }_
N
Z&&
N
Z }Z (6.5)
and
} :
Z&1
j=0
:
m&1
l=1
e \&lrm+ Hl \
j
Z
, N+} :
Z&1
j=0
:
m&1
l=1 }Hl \
j
Z
, N+}<#ZmN*. (6.6)
By (6.2), its follows from (6.4), (6.5), and (6.6) that
|[n: n # Ur(N ), Z | n]|>
1
mZ
(N&Z&#ZmN*)>
N
2mZ
>0
so that there is at least one integer u with u # Ur(N ), Z | u. By (6.3), for this
u we have
0(g, u)0(Z)=0(gk)=k>C2 log N.
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